
next cloud connex

next connex has direct connections with Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud
and Soft-layer offering a more secure and reliable public cloud networking experience.
Direct connection to these public cloud services allows clients to add the benefits of flexible 
cloud storage and compute more securely and reliably to their wider information strategy.
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next IP transit

Customer connects to 
the next connex

network at any POP or 
on-net data centre.

Once customer 
is on-net with 
us they have 
instant access 

to cloud service 
providers that 
are also on-net 

with us.

Connections are 
directly to the AWS 
node and not sent 
over the IP Transit 

network.

Cloud services such as Amazon Web 
Services are separately and diversely 
connected back to our core network 
from their two local hubs in Dublin 

and London Docklands.

Customers want a more secure and reliable cloud networking experience than access 
over the public internet can provide. Accessing public cloud services over the public 
internet can be unreliable, and incurs data throughput charges.

CONNECT DIRECTLY WITH PUBLIC CLOUD SERVICES
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next cloud connex

Connect direct
Connect to our network at any POP to access public cloud 

services directly.

Access more securely
Traffic is sent securely over the next connex secure 
core network, not the public internet.

A more robust service
Direct connection for guaranteed quality of service.

More stable than IP Access
Point-to-point connections for reliable low latencies.

No data transfer charges
Cloud providers charge per MegaByte for access to their 

services via the internet. We do not.

Diverse node connectivity available
You can connect separately to cloud service nodes.

Scalable
High performance compute and storage can scale up or 

down based on your demand.

Flexible
Create a virtual environment with the operating system, 

programming language, web application platform, database 

and other services you need.

CONNECT DIRECTLY WITH PUBLIC CLOUD SERVICES

Direct connection offers clients low, reliable latencies, improved security, increased 
reliability, and higher throughput with no data throughput charges.
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